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Problem Validation Survey
Dried Flowers Art - TARWE

PROBLEM
People like flowers and due to the hot climate in Dubai, fresh flowers are rare to find, too expensive, some
plants require much attention to maintain or it's not their season to be available on the market.

HYPOTHESIS
Dried flower art arrangement that lasts for a long time would be an alternative to other types of flowers in
private homes or in public places.

FOCUS
To identify how a dried flowers art product falls into the preference of the customers, fits to their need and
they are willing to purchase it with ease.

CONTENT
❖ The survey tests the interest for the art of flowers arangements.
❖ A high number would select dried flowers to decorate when dividing the flower types available to

decorate.
❖ People’s awareness of  ways to preserve the flowers longer was checked.
❖ It is essential knowing the percentage in favor of having a dried flowers art arrangement to decorate.
❖ Budget wise, ideal would be an availability range of 100-200$ for an art dried flowers arrangement.
❖ Identification of the places where they saw such arrangements and potential places that are more

likely to host this type of art can contribute to the business specifically.
❖ It is essential to define if they find the arrangement self sufficient to decorate or they prefer dried

flowers in association with other elements.
❖ The last two questions are dedicated to open their creativity and contribute to potential new products

that fall under their prefference.

TARGET
The target market are people between 20 - 60 years old (male/female) with current income.

❖ Art lovers, interested to explore and understand the modern trends, prefer to purchase for themselves
or gift to their friends unique dried flower art hand made.

❖ Leisure, retail, spa, conference, corporate business to decorate the spaces.

WHERE
The survey was conducted online via Google Forms,directed to the target customers.

The data can be easily interpreted by analyzing the graphics and the statistics associated in percentages.


